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AFYON REGION KARAHISAR 
CASTLE  SONG



Afyonkarahisar castle is in the city center and has volcanic
feature.



 The city has been an old inhabited for emperors.



 Ancient ruins are still discovered in the city.



 The climate is generally continental .  Winters are
cold summers are hot and dry.



 Karahisar castle song belongs to  the Aegean Region.



 There are many legends of song.  According to a legends Hazartı
Ali  travels to mountain from mountain. When it is said that the 
castle is used.There is  Hz. Ali footprint of the castle.



 Height of the castle is 226 meters.



 This region has the name of the Turkısh Tribes settled in the
Karahisar.Castle is divided into two parts as internal and
external.The interior is divided into to castle guards. The castle is 
repaired by the Alaleddin Keykubat and Sultan Selim II .



 The camel wrestling is held every year in the region.



 The figs are famous in the region.



The olives are famous.



Aegean dishes are very tasty..



 Kaymak  is the most important and famous food in 
Afyon.



 Aegean region has an important part in theTurkısh
delight.



 The spoon game is played. And it belongs to the 
region.



 Zeybek is a traditional game in this region. Men are called EFE 
who plays Zeybek.  They wore Zeybek dancer costume.



 The traditional dress for women.



THE END


